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1: Debugging with GDB: Command Files
About file. The file command is used to determine a file's type. Description. The file command tests each argument in an
attempt to classify it. There are three sets of tests, performed in this order: filesystem tests, magic tests, and language
tests. The first test that succeeds causes the file type to be printed.

Support for Windows ends on July 13, The Windows End-of-Support Solution Center is a starting point for
planning your migration strategy from Windows For more information see the Microsoft Support Lifecycle
Policy. You can also use the at command to schedule tasks manually. This article describes how to use the at
command to create and to cancel scheduled tasks. Overview of the AT Command You can use the at
command to schedule a command, a script, or a program to run at a specified date and time. You can also use
this command to view existing scheduled tasks. To use the at command, the Task Scheduler service must be
running, and you must be logged on as a member of the local Administrators group. When you use the at
command to create tasks, you must configure the tasks so that they run in the same user account. The at
command uses the following syntax: Use this parameter to specify a remote computer. If you omit this
parameter, tasks are scheduled to run on the local computer. Use this parameter to specify the time when the
task is to run. Time is specified as hours: Use this parameter to allow the task to interact with the desktop of
the user who is logged on at the time the task runs. Use this parameter to schedule the task to run on the
specified day or days of the week or month, for example, every Friday or the eighth day of every month.
Specify date as one or more days of the week use the following abbreviations: Make sure that you use commas
to separate multiple date entries. If you omit this parameter, the task is scheduled to run on the current day.
Use this parameter to schedule the task to run on the next occurrence of the day for example, next Monday.
Use this parameter to specify the Windows command, the program. If the command requires a path as an
argument, use the absolute path name the entire path beginning with the drive letter. If the command is not an
executable. Use this parameter to specify the identification number that is assigned to a scheduled task. Use
this parameter to cancel a scheduled task. If you omit the id parameter, all scheduled tasks on the computer are
canceled. Use this parameter to force a yes answer to all queries from the system when you cancel scheduled
tasks. If you omit this parameter, you are prompted to confirm the cancellation of a task. Note When you use
the at command, the scheduled task is run by using the credentials of the system account. At the command
prompt, type the following line, and then press ENTER to display a list of currently running services: How to
View Scheduled Tasks To view the tasks that you created by using the at command, follow these steps: To
view a list of tasks that you scheduled by using the at command, type the following line, and then press
ENTER:
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2: What are some examples of common DOS commands?
To determine the file type of a file pass the name of a file to the file www.enganchecubano.com file name along with the
file type will be printed to standard output. file www.enganchecubano.com www.enganchecubano.com: ASCII text To
show just the file type pass the -b option.

The option must be given before filename, and is interpreted as part of the filename anywhere else. Commands
that would ask for confirmation if used interactively proceed without asking when used in a command file.
Many GDB commands that normally print messages to say what they are doing omit the messages when
called from command files. GDB also accepts command input from standard input. In this mode, normal
output goes to standard output and error output goes to standard error. Errors in a command file supplied on
standard input do not terminate execution of the command fileâ€”execution continues with the next command.
This example will execute commands from the file cmds. All output and errors would be directed to log. Since
commands stored on command files tend to be more general than commands typed interactively, they
frequently need to deal with complicated situations, such as different or unexpected values of variables and
symbols, changes in how the program being debugged is built, etc. GDB provides a set of flow-control
commands to deal with these complexities. Using these commands, you can write complex scripts that loop
over data structures, execute commands conditionally, etc. The if command takes a single argument, which is
an expression to evaluate. It is followed by a series of commands that are executed only if the expression is
true its value is nonzero. There can then optionally be an else line, followed by a series of commands that are
only executed if the expression was false. The end of the list is marked by a line containing end. Its syntax is
similar to if: These commands are called the body of the loop. The commands in the body of while are
executed repeatedly as long as the expression evaluates to true. Execution of the script continues after that
whiles end line. Execution branches to the beginning of the while loop, where it evaluates the controlling
expression.
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3: 25 simple examples of Linux find command â€“ BinaryTides
The batch command ATTRIB is used to display the file attributes or set an attribute to a file in the working directory..
Example. Now let us suppose we have a file www.enganchecubano.com in our working directory.

These computers may be at the same site or at different sites thousands of miles apart. For the purposes of this
Web page, the local machine refers to the machine you are initially logged into, the one on which you type the
ftp command. The remote machine is the other one, the one that is the argument of the ftp command. The user
may type a number of UNIX-like commands under this interpreter to perform desired actions on the remote
machine. Most operating systems and communication programs now include some form of an FTP utility
program, but the commands differ slightly between them. Check the documentation for your own machine to
determine the comparable commands. Most computers today include a windows-based type FTP program that
is more PC-oriented and does not require full knowledge of these commands. You can also perform FTP
through a browser. Just type sftp instead of ftp, when you are using FTP in a terminal window. In either case,
this command is similar to logging onto the remote machine. If the remote machine has been reached
successfully, FTP responds by asking for a loginname and password. You should be able to move around in
your own directory and to copy files to and from your local machine using the FTP interface commands given
on the following page. Anonymous FTP At times you may wish to copy files from a remote machine on which
you do not have a loginname. This can be done using anonymous FTP. When the remote machine asks for
your loginname, you should type in the word anonymous. Instead of a password, you should enter your own
electronic mail address. This allows the remote site to keep records of the anonymous FTP requests. Once you
have been logged in, you are in the anonymous directory for the remote machine. This usually contains a
number of public files and directories. Again you should be able to move around in these directories.
However, you are only able to copy the files from the remote machine to your own local machine; you are not
able to write on the remote machine or to delete any files there. Also FTP can be run with different options.
Please refer to your manual or the UNIX man page on ftp for more information. These show the type of
interaction you may expect when using the ftp utility. Users can pick up a copy of the WAIS ". Makefile bytes
sent in 0. An FTP session to copy files from a remote machine back to nordsieck.
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4: Linux file command help and examples
ZIP command in Linux with examples ZIP is a compression and file packaging utility for Unix. Each file is stored in
www.enganchecubano.com {.zip-filename} file with the www.enganchecubano.com

In this post we shall learn to use the find command along with various options that it supports. The find
command is available on most linux distros by default so you do not have to install any package. The find
command is an essential one to learn, if you want to get super productive with the command line on linux. List
all files in current and sub directories This command lists out all the files in the current directory as well as the
subdirectories in the current directory. Search specific directory or path The following command will look for
files in the test directory in the current directory. Lists out all files by default. So this is a very powerful way to
find all files of a given extension. When specifying the directory ". However, if the directory is actually a
symlink to some other location then you MUST specify the trailing slash for it to work properly find. Ignore
the case It is often useful to ignore the case when searching for file names. To ignore the case, just use the
"iname" option instead of the "name" option. Not doing so will seem to work sometimes and give strange
results at other times. Limit depth of directory traversal The find command by default travels down the entire
directory tree recursively, which is time and resource consuming. However the depth of directory travesal can
be specified. This is done using the maxdepth option. This is very useful when we want to do a limited search
only in the current directory or max 1 level deep sub directories and not the entire directory tree which would
take more time. Just like maxdepth there is an option called mindepth which does what the name suggests, that
is, it will go atleast N level deep before searching for the files. Invert match It is also possible to search for
files that do no match a given name or pattern. This is helpful when we know which files to exclude from the
search. The find command also supports the exclamation mark inplace of not. Combine multiple search
criterias It is possible to use multiple criterias when specifying name and inverting. This is an example of how
powerful search expressions can be build with the find command. OR operator When using multiple name
criterias, the find command would combine them with AND operator, which means that only those files which
satisfy all criterias will be matched. However if we need to perform an OR based matching then the find
command has the "o" switch. Search only files or only directories Sometimes we want to find only files or
only directories with a given name. Find can do this easily as well. Search multiple directories together So lets
say you want to search inside 2 separate directories. Find hidden files Hidden files on linux begin with a
period. So its easy to mention that in the name criteria and list all hidden files. Find files with certain
permissions The find command can be used to find files with a specific permission using the "perm" option.
Inversion can also be applied to permission checking. The following command finds all files with permission
and sgid bit set. The perm option also supports using an alternative syntax instead of octal numbers. Find
readonly files Find all Read Only files. Find files owned to particular user To find all or single file called
tecmint. Search files belonging to group Find all files that belong to a particular group. This is very handy
when we want to find out which files were modified as a certain time or date range. Lets take a few examples
Find files modified N days back To find all the files which are modified 50 days back. Find files accessed in
last N days Find all files that were accessed in the last 50 days. Find files modified in a range of days Find all
files that were modified between 50 to days ago. Find files changed in last N minutes. Find files modified
within the last 1 hour. Files modified in last hour To find all the files which are modified in last 1 hour. Find
files of given size Search files and directories based on size. To find all 50MB files, use. Find largest and
smallest files The find command when used in combination with the ls and sort command can be used to list
out the largest files. The following command will display the 5 largest file in the current directory and its
subdirectory. This may take a while to execute depending on the total number of files the command has to
process. Find empty files and directories The following command uses the "empty" option of the find
command, which finds all files that are empty. For example, we might want to delete some files. Here are
some quick examples List out the found files Lets say we found files using find command, and now want to
list them out as the ls command would have done. This is very easy. Delete all matching files or directories
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The following command will remove all text files in the tmp directory. The find command is one of the most
essential commands on the linux terminal, that enables searching of files very easy. Its a must of all system
administrators. So learn it up. Leave a comment below.
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5: Linux umask command help and examples
By default when you run the file command against a compressed file you see output something like this:
www.enganchecubano.com: ZIP archive data, at least V to extract While this tells you that the file is an archive file, you
don't know the contents of the file.

Whenever you want to make changes to the file automatically, sed comes in handy to do this. Most people
never learn its power; they just simply use sed to replace text. You can do many things apart from replacing
text with sed. Here I will describe the features of sed with examples. Consider the below text file as an input.
Sed Command Examples 1. Replacing or substituting string Sed command is mostly used to replace the text in
a file. The below simple sed command replaces the word "unix" with "linux" in the file. Here the "s" specifies
the substitution operation. The "unix" is the search pattern and the "linux" is the replacement string. Replacing
the nth occurrence of a pattern in a line. The below command replaces the second occurrence of the word
"unix" with "linux" in a line. Replacing all the occurrence of the pattern in a line. Replacing from nth
occurrence to all occurrences in a line. The following sed command replaces the third, fourth, fifth Using too
many backslashes makes the sed command look awkward. In this case we can change the delimiter to another
character as shown in the below example. As an example, if you want to replace the word "unix" in a line with
twice as the word like "unixunix" use the sed command as below. The parenthesis needs to be escaped with
the backslash character. Running multiple sed commands. You can run multiple sed commands by piping the
output of one sed command as input to another sed command. Sed provides -e option to run multiple sed
commands in a single sed command. The above output can be achieved in a single sed command as shown
below. Replacing string on a specific line number. You can restrict the sed command to replace the string on a
specific line number. The above sed command replaces the string only on the third line. Replacing string on a
range of lines. You can specify a range of line numbers to the sed command for replacing a string. Here the
sed command replaces the lines with range from 1 to 3. So the sed command replaces the text from second line
to last line in the file. Replace on a lines which matches a pattern. You can specify a pattern to the sed
command to match in a line. If the pattern match occurs, then only the sed command looks for the string to be
replaced and if it finds, then the sed command replaces the string. Here the sed command first looks for the
lines which has the pattern "linux" and then replaces the word "unix" with "centos". You can delete the lines a
file by specifying the line number or a range or numbers. Duplicating lines You can make the sed command to
print each line of a file two times. Sed as grep command You can make sed command to work as similar to
grep command. You can also make the sed command to work as grep -v, just by using the reversing the sed
with NOT! Add a line after a match. The sed command can add a new line after a pattern match is found. The
"a" command to sed tells it to add a new line after a match is found. Add a line before a match The sed
command can add a new line before a pattern match is found. The "i" command to sed tells it to add a new line
before a match is found. Change a line The sed command can be used to replace an entire line with a new line.
The "c" command to sed tells it to change the line. Transform like tr command The sed command can be used
to convert the lower case letters to upper case letters by using the transform "y" option. Unix is free os.
UnixLinUx which one yoU choose. Here the sed command transforms the alphabets "ul" into their uppercase
format "UL".
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6: Linux and Unix cut command tutorial with examples | George Ornbo
The Linux find command is a very useful and handy command to search for files from the command line. It can be used
to find files based on various search criterias like permissions, user ownership, modification date/time, size etc.

In my previous articles I have given the idea about the different communication commands like ping
command and telnet command. In this article, I will try to give the idea about synchronizing the specific list of
files to same location but another server. I will try to give the idea about the rsynch command with different
examples. Lot of UNIX programmers needs to know how to rsync only specific list of files? It is one of the
lightweight application, because the file transfers are incremental. Rsync copies only the differences of files
that have actually changed, compressed through ssh. The first time rsync replicates the whole content between
source and destination. Rsync uses ssh,so it encrypts the data from source to target while transferring. It is
simple to use rsync command, as no special privileges are required to use rsync command. This command
does not require super user permissions. Rsync uses the compression mechanism, which will send and receive
data block by block. Support in Copying unix objects: Support for copying links, devices, owners, groups, and
permissions 6. This command is faster than scp. Syntax of rsync command: If user does not find the unix
command rsync on server there is need to install the rsync command on unix server. Therefore, there are
following commands to install rsync. There are following basic options of rsync command: These are some
important options of rsync command in linux. This command is very useful command for coping and
synchronizing files and directories remotely or local environment. This is very popular command for moving
files or directories on linux or unix. Different examples of rsync command in unix: It also tweaks the default
behavior of rsync to make transferring just the specified files and directories easier. Sorting the list of files in
the â€”files-from input helps rsync to be more efficient, as it will avoid re-visiting the path elements that are
shared between adjacent entries. If the input is not sorted, some path elements implied directories may end up
being scanned multiple times, and rsync will eventually unduplicated them after they are turned into file-list
elements. Sync a File on local computer The rsync command is used to copy the file or sync the single file
from local computer. If the target location is not available then it will create the target directory and sync the
file there. Following command is used to sync the files from source to destination. Sync a directory from local
server to remote computer server Just like a file user can sync a directory from local computer to remote
computer server. This command will use to sync the local computer to remote server. The directory will be
synched with files in that directory.
7: Batch File Commands (A-Z) | Explanation and Examples
Find command used to search and locate list of files and directories based on conditions you specify for files that match
the arguments. Find can be used in variety of conditions like you can find files by permissions, users, groups, file type,
date, size and other possible criteria.

8: Batch Files: Examples (All)
How to Write a Batch File. This wikiHow teaches you how to write and save a basic batch file on a Windows computer. A
batch file contains a series of DOS (Windows language) commands, and is commonly written to automate frequently
performed.

9: How to use the file command, by The Linux Information Project (LINFO)
Here the sed command looks for the pattern "unix" in each line of a file and prints those lines that has the pattern. You
can also make the sed command to work as grep -v, just by using the reversing the sed with NOT (!).
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